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Quiz - Images Of My Youth

Marston’s On The Money

I

n the dim and distant past, in the era when virtually all pubs were tied houses, these were
the brewery images adorning the inside and outside of my local pubs. There was actually
quite a choice of beers, even if some left a lot to be desired. Anyway, have a go at naming the
brewers from the logos, marques and brands below. It’s just for fun.
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M

arston’s have published a report recently, the On Trade Beer Report 2019/2020, which
highlights some interesting stuff about the UK beer scene.
As a nation we drink more at home, with 4.3m pints per year sold through the off trade, compared with 3.6m in the pub. And in the pub, 70% of sales are lager, 7% stout and 23% ale –
though as they then clarify that cask ale makes up 51% of the ‘ale’ market, this means that
only about one in ten pub pints are real ale.
Ale drinkers come across as more outgoing in their choices, with 57% of ale drinkers identifying as ‘experimenters’, preferring to try different ales; only 36% of lager drinkers will try a
fizz brand beyond their favourite. And while both ale and lager drinkers quote ‘good service’
as a top reason for choosing a pub, ale drinkers next looked for ‘range of beer’ and ‘quality of
drinks’, while lager drinkers prioritised ‘atmosphere’ and ‘prices’.
However, ale drinkers’ desire for ‘quality’ is maybe a reflection on the relative difficulty of
keeping real ale in good nick, as the report claims that 70% of ale drinkers have been served
‘off or stale’ beer – which without the context is a bit hard to make sense of, as surely every
cask ale drinker has had a bad pint at some point! But more tellingly, 1 in every 10 purchases
of ale ‘leaves the consumer disappointed’.
And finally, the trends towards healthier drinking are evident, with sales of no and low alcohol beers having risen by 30% in the last year, particularly useful for drivers. Brewers of cask
ale take note!

Answers at the bottom of page 20. So how did you do?
0 to 3 Correct – you must be a Southerner.
4 to 6 Correct – well done, good knowledge.
7 to 8 Correct – over 50? from up North?
9 Correct – did you grow up around the corner from me?
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Composed by
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Golden Oldies

O

n a weekend when Sheffield, Doncaster and other places were suffering devastating
floods, a pre-booked trip to riverside Ludlow suddenly seemed like a dodgy idea. But
with fate smiling – if not the sun – everything turned out fine, with the river looking safely
low, and the town’s venerable buildings and pubs proving particularly interesting.
First up, with let’s be honest, a sense of getting it out of the way,
was the Joule’s-owned Rose & Crown. But wow, what a fabulous courtyard pub, pictured right, accessed down a small alleyway, and flower-bedecked even in grim and chilly November.
There’s a warren of lovely old rooms inside, with a positively
Dickensian feel, and it’s easy to believe that it has been trading
as a pub for 600 years – even if the splendour of its current look
is down to a Joule’s refurb to their usual high standards. And to
confirm that Ludlow must be a posh place, only Wash Rooms are
featured, as clearly no-one here is vulgar enough to use the toilet
– which to be fair is only another euphemism anyway! Usual
Joule’s beers plus guests of Lymestone Stonecutter and Hop
Back Red Devil, the latter a pleasantly seasonal rye beer.
Also looking quite aged is the Railway Shed, left, home to
Ludlow Brewing. But it’s unashamedly modern inside, hard
to avoid with shiny stainless brewing kit occupying pride of
place. Given it’s on the edge of town, the place is surprisingly busy, helped along no doubt by seven Ludlow beers,
all priced at £3 a pint, or three thirds for the same price. On
this basis it’s easy enough to try most of the range, with the
Black Knight stout and Stairway premium bitter making the
best impressions.
It was compulsory to try the town’s latest drinking den, the Wicked Grin, opened just in
June. Despite being tucked down a tiny alley – a Ludlow speciality – it’s easy to spot given
the lurid lime green colour scheme. But it’s easier on the eye inside, with a small cosy room
downstairs, and an overspill seating area upstairs. All Shropshire beers – Ludlow, Clun and
Salopian – with the Salopian Aubade a very striking stout, chewy, almost tarry, but deliciously worth the effort.
The nearby Blood Bay, right, sounds gruesome, but happily
is named in honour of a local prize-winning nag. Now
‘gem’ is a much-abused term used when describing pubs,
but if the word is to have any meaning then it applies here.
Despite being less than two years old, it’s a fabulous go at
recreating a Victorian beer house, with a curved mahogany
serving counter and ancient hand pulls. That modern monstrosity – the swan neck – is nowhere in evidence, instead
traditional roll-over taps are used. The lighting is subdued,
the décor is period, and entertainment is provided by the
clock striking the hour. And you might be forgiven for thinking there’s no ale available when
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Golden Oldies cont.
you walk in, as the hand pulls are devoid of pump clips – but of course they would have been
nowhere to be seen in a Victorian pub! And in keeping with this daringly old-fashioned approach, the beers available are all brewed to original recipes from the 1890s. Cuckoo-brewed
locally under the Swan Walters & Son name, some of the beers are also served from wooden
casks, made by the Theakstons cooper. Three ales were available on this visit, AK, India Pale
and Stout. No modern hop types used of course, but the AK and India Pale were both pleasantly bitter and full-bodied. The Stout was the wooden cask offering, and had a vanilla dryness which you’d like to think was down to the wood – might well be the power of suggestion of course! A truly brilliant boozer – make sure to visit.
Equally superb – and with the same owners not surprisingly – is the Dog Hangs Well, styling itself as a ‘parlour
pub’. Opening only three evenings a week, it’s a lovely old
Georgian building where you drink in the kitchen, right, or
retire to the elegantly decorated parlour at the front. This
opened at the end of 2015, but once again feels like you’ve
arrived in a bygone, more peaceful age. Just as might have
happened in the old days, the friendly gaffer offers simply
a choice of ‘pale or mild ale’ without a hint of what the
brewery or beer name is. Taken in by the timewarp nature of the place, it’s time to go with
the flow and simply order ‘mild’. Another really splendid place – add to the itinerary!

Back To School

B

ack to school is what it feels like when you enter the
Real Ale Classroom in Lutterworth. Having said that,
if school had been like this I would have attended more lessons. It’s a welcoming and quaint micropub with three individual rooms. These feature old school desks, stools, blackboards, a vaulting box and other various school-related items.
There are a couple of easy chairs too, one of which is usually
occupied by the resident dog. Unusually for a micropub, it
has a sizeable and pleasant sun-trap beer garden to the rear.
There are always four interesting real ales on, one of which will usually be dark. A CAMRA
discount of 20p/pint, 10p/half is available. During my last lesson there
I had a North Riding Pale, made with Bravo and Chinook hops giving
it an earthy hoppiness, which was
balanced by an underlying sweet
maltiness. This was followed by a
North Riding Chocolate Milk Stout.
This had intense chocolate aromas and
flavours with pleasing roast barley
notes in the finish.
Eric Randall
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Tipple Tattle
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE
A rest-in-peace is required for the former Cuckoo’s Rest of Dordon, which as of October
was a pile of rubble after the demolishing team had finished. In the village this means that
only the Mini Miner and the Dordon Institute Social Club offer real ale at present.
Another sad loss in the area is the closure of the Wave Brewery in nearby Grendon; owner
Paul Hudson – formerly the gaffer of the Whippet Inn in Lichfield – is retiring to Spain and
has put the brewing equipment up for sale. If you’re confused by the name Wave, then it’s
justifiable – under Paul’s ownership, the brewery has also made beers under the Hippy Killer
and Custom Head labels. Prior to that, the brewery was Merry Miner, as run by Alan Wood.
And just to complete this slightly tangled tale, the brewing kit itself was from the short-lived
Discovery Brewery of Coleshill.
Fed up of Christmas already? Help is at hand at
Atherstone’s Black Horse, where a banner outside
offers their marquee for your alternative party …
The Piero Lounge in Nuneaton (former Peacock of old) opened its doors in November. One
of the Lounges café-bar chain, a wide variety of food and drink are served all day. The selection of British and continental draught beers on offer are KeyKeg and all served cold.
Congratulations go to Treeve and Warren Sperrin of the Lord Nelson in Ansley, as the pub
took third place in CAMRA’s Warwickshire Pub of the Year competition for 2019. The
Seven Stars in Rugby and the Old Post Office in Warwick took first and second slots respectively, indicating the quality of the competition.
After work getting the kitchen up to scratch, Mandy at the Gamecock in Birchmoor expects
to be offering food by the middle of December. The present plan is to serve up in the evenings, and also to offer Sunday lunches; we’ll update WhatPub once we know more. Until
then, you’ve still got three generally interesting ales to go at!
Our congratulations go the Blythe Brewery,
who took the prize for the Speciality Beer of
Tamworth Beer Festival, with their Bandito,
a lime and tequila beer which tastes far better
than it sounds! Locals at Blythe’s tap (the
Junction in Stretton) clearly thought so, as
the cask laid on specially for the evening of
the presentation ran out shortly after our arrival. Pictured here are (left and right) Alex
and Kevin Dudley of Blythe, along with beer
festival organiser Ian Eason (centre). It’s
worthy of note that Blythe also took one of
last year’s awards with Knobbled Horse,
their superb salted caramel stout. And thoughtfully, the guys had laid on some of that as
well, suitable consolation for those who didn’t get in quickly enough on the Bandito. Fans
of Blythe will know that they make some superb beer-flavoured beers as well, so in the future we hope to be recognising the excellence of their more conventional beers!
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The
Mancetter, Nr Atherstone, CV9 1NE
Tel (01827) 716166 Fax 713900
www.blueboarmancetter.co.uk

Serving Sperrin ales as
brewed at the Lord Nelson,
Ansley, plus guest ales

Wednesday

is Cask Night:

Four pumps run
ning,
all at £2.20 pint

Choice of two restaurants with a
combined menu consisting of bar meals
and a la carte cuisine.

Food specials:
Mondays:
Steak night, 8oz Frank
Parker rump, £7.95
Tuesdays:
Fish night, £7.45
Thursdays:
Roast night, £5.95

We offer high quality Bed & Breakfast at
competitive rates, suitable for business
people and families alike (two large
family rooms available)
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Tipple Tattle cont.
We understand that the Bull’s Head in Polesworth is to install another ale line, bringing the
number of active hand pulls up to four, with the possibility of going to five if this works out
well. The ever-changing ale range usually offers some interesting choices.
As you walk into the Griffin Inn at Shustoke, the number of hand pulls on the bar has gone
down to two … because there are now ten around the corner on the main section of bar! So
there is a net gain of two hand pulls as a result of the rejig, though at present it’s a little too
early to see if this has a significant effect on the ale choices available.

STAFFORDSHIRE
A recent visit to the Railway Inn at Shenstone showed an example of customer people-power that we’ve not so far seen before in
the LST branch area. An ‘Ask for Cask’ board in the bar (right)
allows customers to vote for upcoming ales. They’re Marston’s
portfolio only (and it served to remind us that Wells & Young is
now part of the Marston’s empire too), but it’s a nice touch. Leading the league table during our visit was 61 Deep, though Bombardier was in third place, suggesting that a bit of vote rigging may
be going on …
After a period of closure, it appears that the Plough at Fazeley has
re-opened. We understand that Doom Bar is the sole cask offering.
Down the road in Two Gates, new gaffers Paul and Nikki have taken over the Bull’s Head.
The place has recently re-opened after a good refurbishment throughout, it’s now very comfortable and welcoming. Pedigree and Old Empire are the regular ales, with two weekly
changing guests from the Marston’s portfolio (such as recent offerings of Jennings Cumberland Ale and Hobgoblin Gold). There’s also a good selection of bar snacks and rolls.
As anticipated in the last issue, the Crafty Two in Tamworth (the former Tavern In The
Town) opened in late September. It’s a pleasant addition to the town’s pub scene, light, airy
and comfortable inside, with a sizeable beer terrace to the rear which includes a large covered
area. Up to four ales available, veering towards mainstream (e.g. Theakston, Wadworth, Purity), but a recent Bath Gem stood out and was served in excellent nick. Unusually for the
town, halves of beer are charged at a premium.
On 27th November, Tamworth’s King’s Ditch celebrated its 5th birthday. Amongst other
things, the anniversary was marked with special beers from Church End and Tamworth
Brewing. Here’s to another five …
The town’s Bole Bridge closed in late October, for a significant refurbishment which includes extending the interior into the terrace area, and a remodelling of the remaining terrace

Next LST Branch Meetings; please come along and say hello!

Wed 4th December 8pm, Cask & Craft, Boldmere, B73 5TJ
Mon 6th January 8pm, Black Horse, Edingale, B79 9HZ
Thu 6th February 8pm, Moat House, Tamworth, B79 7QQ
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Tipple Tattle cont.
area. The place has certainly got busier since the closure of the Silk Kite, so the extra internal
space will definitely serve a purpose. The re-opening of the Bole Bridge is planned for 17th
December.
It’s pleasing to see that the Moat House in Tamworth has ditched the Doom Bar in favour of
Oakham Citra – classy places need classy beer! This joins Church End Goat’s Milk, though
there are thoughts to rotate this latter beer. The current plan to introduce food in 2020 remains on track – probably starting with Sunday lunches – but if you want to get in first they
will be testing the water with a one-off Christmas dinner on 6th December. Pub-wise, they’ve
started doing a quiz on the first Thursday night of the month, and will also start opening earlier on Fridays, probably around 3pm.
There was some unusually hot and steamy action in the Tamworth Tap in November,
though before we all get too excited, this was down to owner George brewing during opening
hours. Trying to get ahead of the curve for the Christmas rush, he wasn’t too happy about
having to do it while the pub was open, but it actually made for a great atmosphere, in both
senses of the word! In the coming months the brewery will relocate next door, so you’ll no
longer have the experience of drinking in a working brewery, but it will of course make more
room for the tap, and also make brewing a lot easier.
On the brewing side, George is making a bespoke beer for the
town’s Assembly Rooms (on the assumption that they do at some
bloody point re-open!), a 4.2% Citra-hopped ale which will be available in bottles only. The label, prototype right, will hark back to
those heady days when the ‘rock and twist’ Beatles wowed audiences at the Assems. In turn, with a nod to the town’s porcine fame,
Hurst View cider makers are producing some bespoke ciders for the
Tap, in the form of Sandyback, Hog Sty and Mistletoe & Swine, the
latter a mulled cider. Finally, dates for your diary are the weekend of
the 21st-22nd of December, when The Tap is Two will celebrate the
second anniversary of this rapidly evolving enterprise, featuring a
mini beer festival and live music.
Laura and Lee, new tenants at the Dog Inn at Whittington, have made their mark already by
adding Banks’s Mild to the inherited portfolio of Tribute, Pedigree and Golden Glow, and ale
demand is such that they’re looking at some extra hand pulls. Later than planned, food is also
now up and running, with dining from 9am until early evening each day. The early opening is
for breakfast, but for a pint you’ll need to wait until noon given their licence!
The Pig in Lichfield has replaced the pair of guest beers by a couple of real ciders, but the bar
still features six fairly varied Derby ales.

Nuneaton & Bedworth Diary
10th Dec
14th Jan

Christmas Social
Branch Meeting

Lord Hop, Nuneaton – 8:00pm
Silk Mill, Nuneaton – 8:00pm

See the branch website for up-to-date details: nuneaton.camra.org.uk.
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Tipple Tattle cont.
Across the road, the Whippet Inn will be holding a
Christmas Market (albeit a quite mini one!) from 38pm on Monday 9th December. A small number of
local businesses will be flogging a variety of things
from plants to lingerie. No beer sadly – the pub is
not formally open – but hot drinks and mince pies
will be on the go.
Sticking with Lichfield, Leanne Giblin of the Angel
Inn is now running the Duke of York as well. It is
understood that former Duke gaffer Adam has left
to concentrate on running his own venture, the craftleaning WIP just down the road. Leanne is already
ringing the changes by reintroducing non-Joule’s
guest beers, a tapas menu throughout the day (noon
to 10pm), and a Sunday carvery from noon to 4pm.
And – music to our ears! – the Duke now offers the
same CAMRA discount as the Angel, i.e. 20p/pint
and 10p/half. This brings the number of pubs in the
LST branch area offering a discount to a very useful
43 – see page 29 for the full list.

WEST MIDLANDS
A couple of issues ago we reported that the former greeting card shop opposite Boldmere’s
Bishop Vesey might be opening as another licensed outlet. It appears that this has now fallen
through.
We note that the Boldmere Tap near Chester Road station is widening its food hours; see the
advert on the back page for details.
A recent visit to the Crown at Four Oaks, an Ember Inn, highlighted that the Monday Cask
Ale deal offered by the chain has changed. Prices have gone up from £2.49 to £2.79 a pint on
all ales, but this now applies on both Monday and Thursday, all day. The existing CAMRA
discount (20p/pint) still applies in the chain.
The Queslett at Streetly has re-opened after a three-week refurbishment. As well as regular
Wainwright, Pedigree and the Black Sheep house beer, there are two guests, Purity Mad
Goose and Tribute during our visit. They’ll be trying some guests from the Ember Inns winter list, so we’ll have to see how that pans out.

BEYOND THE BORDERS
As of late October, the former JD Wetherspoon Baron of Hinckley is back in action as the
New Baron of Hinckley, under the ownership of localish Elmesthorpe Brewery. As the internal décor is largely unchanged, it’s still got a JDW-style feel, assisted by a similarish food
menu and themed (e.g. steak, curry) food evenings. It’s worth a visit on the ale front – two
Elmesthorpe beers, and a number of guests from breweries both big and small.



Thanks to contributors Dave B, Roz H, Adam R, Ray C, Adrian S, Barry E, Eric R, Phil H
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Brewin’ In Brno

W

ith the pound having plunged in recent years against both the euro and dollar – can’t
think why – is there somewhere else to go with more beer-buying power? A trip to the
Czech Republic still seems cheap, but the exchange rate charts for the Czech Koruna are
pretty much the same shape as for the euro. But on the plus side, this basically means that
Czech beer has gone from dirt cheap to simply cheap. This was tested out recently on a visit
to Brno, the republic’s second city. There are plenty of decent bars here, but also a number of
brewpubs and brewery taps, and these seemed like a good focus.
One of the most central, situated on a corner of Svobody
Square, is U Tomana, right. Opening at 11am, it’s an
obvious first port of call given that many places don’t
creak open their doors until 3 or 4pm. An early doors
visit also means that you’re more likely to see (and smell)
the showpiece brewery in operation, situated right next to
the bar. Five of their own beers in here, ranging from
£1.40 to £1.80 for a half litre. Their standard 4.1% lager
is predictably good – firmly hoppy but with a nice malty
balance – but the 4.7% ‘dark’ is exemplary – totally black
and nicely roasty while also being very quaffable. The specials menu also included a strong
stout and APA.
The outlying places can be easily reached on the excellent tram system (£3 for a bus/tram day ticket),
with the number 8 leading to the suburb of Líšeňský
and the Líšeňský Pivovar. It hides in a slightly
shabby shopping complex near the tram stop, but has a
pleasant terrace and a comfortable interior with the
brewing kit adjoining the bar, left. As well as a guest,
there are six of their own beers on, and I have to be
honest, the Gose is a bit of joke – not the salty, coriander seed flavours of the style, but toffeeish and slightly sour instead. But the standard lager
and an interesting Kellerbier save the day.
Heading back into town on the same tram brings you to
the Bat Beerhouse, pictured right. It sits on the first
storey, above a supermarket, and is a tap for the Bat
Brewery, but with guests there are ten beers on tap. Inside is a pleasantly sprawling beer hall, with a spacious
rustic-style balcony to the front offering leafy views.
The obvious beer to start on is the Bat Trumpetýr, at a
mere 3.3%. This is extremely well-balanced for such a
weak beer – lots of lovely Citra hoppiness but offset by
a gentle sweetness, In the same vein is Raven Mosaic, only 3.5% but now with that more
luscious tropical fruit hoppiness of Mosaic. This would certainly be a place to linger.
Back in town, it feels compulsory to visit the Pivovarská Starobrno, a sizeable Heinekenowned brewery whose beers are common in town. But it does have a pleasant tap room on
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Brewin’ In Brno cont.
the site, and they’ve jumped on the craft bandwagon with a Beránek IPA which is actually
quite good. Has to be said though, the best part is sitting in their beer terrace on an unseasonably warm and sunny autumn day.
Still clutching the tram ticket, I do another suburban foray to the Na Kytnerce tap, right, of the Moravia Brewery. Behind the fairly plain exterior
there’s a very pleasant tap room, modernish but
done out with hefty beams and plenty of pale wood.
There are seven of their own beers here, including
their Lucky Bastard craft brand. The downside here
is that every single one of the beers is a different
shade of golden, which does hint at a lack of imagination! But the two I try are first class and sufficiently different in flavour – Jošt is dry-as-abone hoppy, while Kluzák is pleasantly toffeeish but still with a good buzz of hops.
Back in town, it’s compulsory to visit the town’s
oldest modern era brewpub, Pegas, left. It’s looked
down on a bit by the beer geeks as being a bit of a
tourist trap, but I still think it’s a wonderful place,
possibly having to try harder now it’s not the only
kid on the block. Even though it’s on the ground
floor, the long, arched interior feels subterranean,
helped by the mellow lighting, wooden panelling
and old brewery enamels. The pristine copper
brewing kit tops it all off, taking pride of place in the centre of the room. I dutifully try their
stout, but my thoughts have been hijacked by their offering of Newby Wyke Kingston Topaz,
the first time I’ve ever seen a decent English ale in the country! It’s on keg but I have to give
it a go, and it’s fab, full of fresh, leafy green hoppiness. Travels well!
Final stop is the Axiom Pub, right, a newish place which is a
tap for the Axiom Brewery. It’s got one of the widest choices in
town, with 23 taps, 10 of which are Axiom brews. It’s a commendable range too, from sour to porter to barley wine, so it’s
kid-in-a-sweetshop syndrome. And despite the imposing beardy
barman wearing a Fuck Off I’m Partying cap, he’s charm personified, full of suggestions and free samples.
Sticking on Axiom beers, I work my way
through a Berlin Weisse, an IPA and a Belgian-style tripel, and I’m impressed with the
lot. Beardy barman also steers me towards a Russian-made porter, and that
too is special. This is a place to revisit, for both the excellent beer choices
and the hop-shaped lampshades, left – I want one!
Quiz answers from page 4: A Camerons, B Charringtons, C Youngers, D Tetleys,
E Whitbread, F Samuel Smiths, G Courage, H Theakstons, I John Smiths
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Cutting It

Cutting It cont.

n a glorious sunny day in late September I chose to walk
from home in Atherstone to Nuneaton along the Coventry Canal, with some beer drinking in mind. The walk takes
around two hours and the enjoyable route has varied scenery,
including the section of canal pictured right, which looks
more like a tranquil stretch of a meandering river. An architecturally interesting former British Waterways Maintenance
Yard complete with a clock tower is situated at Hartshill. One
of the houses within the yard – pictured below – features a
ground floor room fronted by a bridge-shaped arch.. Quarrying was once a major industry in the area which took place
from the 16th century onwards. After the canal was
built it would have been
used to transport the stone
before the arrival of the railways, an old loading wharf still
being visible on the opposite bank from the Anchor Inn.
Further on there are occasional distant views of the imposing Caldecote Hall. Joseph Hansom was living there when
he designed and patented his horse-drawn cab in 1834.

essary. The old Concert Room within contains numerous old working pin ball machines, with
themes from Batman to Star Trek, plus car-driving video games, space invaders and so on,
like an inland seaside amusement arcade! The two hand pulls in the main room have seen
many different beers from Arundel and Boss to Ossett and Tiny Rebel. Why had I not already
visited this place? Green Duck Evil Eye and Heaven Sent were the day’s offerings. The Evil
Eye, made with German hops, was pale and fairly bitter, while the contrasting Heaven Sent
was an enjoyable chocolate milk stout.

O

My first port of call was the Wetherspoon Felix Holt for a well-earned drink. Six guest ales
here, but sadly on this occasion no dark ales; whatever happened to variety? However the
amber-hued Evan Evans Celt Citra was a nicely balanced beer with a grainy element, a butterscotch maltiness and Citra hops giving it a pleasing hop finish. Also of note was Holy
Roller, a floral, tropically fruity, juicy IPA, an International Brewer Showcase ale by a
brewer from the Urban South Brewery of New Orleans. Three
unusual and impressive metal sculptures with local connections are displayed in the pub. This one pictured right (The
OReginald Stanley Knife) refers to former local entrepreneur
Reginald Stanley who made his fortune in the Rocky Mountains Gold Rush in Canada. On his return to his native Nuneaton set up various businesses, including a former brickworks.
The other sculptures refer to local Victorian authoress George
Eliot and, coincidentally, the Coventry Canal.
The Silk Mill was my next stop; it’s a pleasant pub but when busy can be a bit noisy and
boisterous. The sixteen sports-showing TV screens dotted about give you an idea of the type
of place. The saving graces here are the comfy seating and the six hand pulls on the bar. On
this occasion a couple of Backyard beers were among the guest ales, Gold and Vienna Pale.
The Gold was in good nick with hoppiness and maltiness evident in equal measures. Past
beer selections have included Oakham, Purity and St Austell, but you’ll also see a lot of
mainstream stuff. Reasonable food menu including breakfasts from 9am.
Next up was Fife Street Social Club which re-opened in May after refurbishment. Situated
on a quiet back street, it’s a ten-minute walk from the town centre, with no membership necLast Orders Dec/Jan 2020
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Final destination was the Lord Hop micro pub pictured
left. An amusing feature within this convivial venue is
what must surely be the tiniest solid fuel burning stove you
will ever see! A screen to the left above the bar displays
the current choices of beers and ciders by name only,
which negates its existence really, as you still need to refer
to the pump clips on the bar to identify the breweries and
beer/cider styles. From the four ales I chose Cross Bay
Zenith, an IPA which was rich, resiny and hoppy, while the
Hunters Black Jack, was, strangely, a ‘light stout’ at 6%? This was no doubt due to it being
lighter in colour and flavour than a traditional stout, but it was enjoyable nonetheless. At the
end of my imbibing I felt pleasantly refreshed as well as tired after cutting it, and let the train
take the strain to return home.
Eric Randall

LST Xmas Crawl 2019
Care to join us for our annual Xmas crawl? We’ll be having our usual gentle
wander around Lichfield on Sunday 8th December, and all are welcome. You
can join us from the beginning, or meet up at a pub of your choice! Our timetable
should be roughly as follows:

1:00pm George & Dragon
1:45pm Horse & Jockey
Angel
2:30pm
Bitter-Suite
3:15pm
Pig
4:15pm
Whippet
5:00pm
Duke of York
6:00pm
Like more information? There’s a map on the website, or you can contact us at
LST.Camra@gmail.com. See you there!
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Par For The Spa

I

n these days of sat nav reliance, it’s nice to have a destination where you can easily leave
the thing in the glovebox. To get to Buxton, you can simply pick up the A515 outside
Lichfield, and follow it all the way into the centre of town. And what to do in this famous spa
town? Take the waters? Well, we’ve nothing against water – how could you make beer without it? – but we’ll stick with partaking of the town’s pubs instead, thank you!
First port of call is the Cheshire Cheese,
right, Titanic’s most northerly pub. The long,
low frontage leads into a correspondingly
long pub, with the various windows offering
the most inviting seating areas. An impressive
ten ales on the bar, with six Titanic and four
external guests. The Kansas Avenue Tornado
Alley sounds interesting but is fairly ordinary
– and when I get home I find it’s really made
by Hydes, who in Greene King-style, are pulling a fast one by encouraging you to think it’s
actually made by a small player. However, the Titanic Slack Tide, a milk stout, is top notch.
Directly across the road is the Swan, left, a grand looking
old building with a CAMRA-recognised historic interior.
My eyes skirt over Tetley Bitter and Doom Bore, but happily settle on Storm Silk of Amnesia which turns out to be
beautiful: smooth, roasty and chocolaty. The three-sided
island bar features ancient leaded glass panels above the
serving areas, while one room is done out in colourful
regimental tartans with the accompanying badges. Though
truth be told, there’s also a doggy fustiness to the place, a
possible peril of allowing four-legged friends into boozers.
Just off the High Street and hiding behind a fairly modest frontage is the Ale Stop. It’s a two
room micropub, only three hand pulls, but judging by previous pump clips they clearly go
through a lot of interesting beers. However, the Front Row Seen Red was too interesting for
some of the locals – beers with strawberries in can have that effect! But the Stancill Shelby, a
nice dry porter, was on hand to normalise things.
Scooting down the hill after the town hall brings you to 53 Degrees North; it feels more like
a trendy café but does have a four-hand-pull bar hidden away at the rear. Nice beer choices,
and the Three Brothers ThaiPA does not disappoint, even if lemongrass and hops are strange
bedfellows. And given that Buxton is actually around 53¼ degrees north, the pedant in me
has to note that the place should
actually be nearly 18 miles south
of here.
Going north by around 0.002
degrees brings you to the Buxton
Brewery Tap House, right, and
its adjoining Buxton Brewery
Cellar. I choose downstairs first,
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Par For The Spa cont.
where there are two cask ales and twelve craft taps, all Buxton or Buxton collaborations. The
beers are offered in a seemingly random selection of sizes – this beer in thirds, that beer in
two-thirds and so on – but the helpful barmaid offers to do any beer in any size. Computer
says yes! As the craft beers are at the eye-watering end of the price spectrum, I go for the
cask offerings. Spa is uncompromisingly bitter, almost a bit unbalanced, but Low Tor is more
rounded.
Upstairs has the same cask offerings, so it’s necessary to bite the bullet and
go for craft. I shy away from the Original Ice Cream Vanilla, superficially
on the expectation that it’ll taste like a nightmare, but in reality because £8 a
pint for a 5.6% beer is wince-tastic. Instead it’s two-thirds of the Axe Edge
IPA, which at £3.65 is a mere £5.50 a pint. Mind, at those prices, it makes
you wonder why they have to serve it in a glorified bloody jam jar, right.
Anyway, it’s modernly murky, but tastes fine.
It’s around the corner then to finish off at RedWillow Buxton, a
sister tap to the brewery’s first one in Macclesfield. The posh
entrance, right, emphasises its former life as a bank. Inside, one
corner is taken up with an impressive wood-and-etched-glass
snug, which was the former manager’s office. There’s also a
small mezzanine area overlooking the pleasantly decorated interior. Four RedWillow beers are on, all with the usual -less suffix.
I pass over Feckless, Headless and Wreckless and go for Faithless 123 Breakfast Stout, the latest in their Faithless experimental range. It’s an excellent stout, which I partner with the guest of
Blackedge Kiwi, a pale dry one. As I’m nightcapping, I enjoy the
neat and compact interior, glad that it’s not big enough for Wetherspoon to have wanted the place.
October saw Glenlivet’s release of ‘whisky capsules’, coming to the rescue of people who
either don’t possess tumblers, or just can’t be bothered with the faff of pouring from the
bottle. Just pop the edible capsule in your gob and job done –
nearly a unit of alcohol in one simple hit. No need to bother
with all that tiresome sniffing and savouring, and (possibly)
looking less like a downright alky than if you swig straight
from the bottle.
The marketing team are no doubt looking to cement their reputation for genius by moving on to an intravenous drip …
… and if any further proof is required that advertising gurus are worth
every penny of their bloated salaries, just look at a marketing slogan
introduced by Staffordshire’s Freedom brewery, to wit, “every single
drop tastes of beer”. Someone should maybe take the slogan scribblers
to a darkened room and gently explain that it would actually be really
bad news if every drop did not taste of beer.
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The LST branch pubs listed
here kindly offer real ale
discounts to CAMRA
members. We offer them
our thanks. Show them your
support and get the most
out of your membership!
For further info on the pubs,
consult WhatPub
55 Wade Street, Lichfield
Amington Inn, Amington
Angel, Lichfield
Angel Ale House, Atherstone
Beerbohm, Lichfield
Bitter-Suite, Lichfield
Bowling Green, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Sutton Coldfield
Bulls Head, Shenstone
Crown, Four Oaks
Duke of York, Lichfield
Four Oaks, Four Oaks
Fox & Dogs, Four Oaks
Fox Inn, Coton nr Tamworth
Fradley Arms, Fradley
Gamecock, Birchmoor
George & Dragon, Lichfield
Greyhound , Lichfield
Hardwick Arms, Streetly
Hedgehog, Lichfield
Holly Bush, Little Hay
Horse & Jockey, Sutton Coldfield
Market Tavern, Atherstone
Market Vaults, Tamworth
New Swan, Atherstone
Oak, Walmley
Old School House, Mere Green
Owl At Lichfield, Lichfield
Penny Black, Tamworth
Phoenix, Tamworth
Queens Head, Lichfield
Queslett, Streetly
Railway Inn, Whitacre Heath
Sir Robert Peel, Tamworth
Station, Sutton Coldfield
Tame Otter, Hopwas
Tamworth Tap, Tamworth
Whippet Inn, Lichfield
White Horse, Atherstone
White Horse, Curdworth
White Horse, Whitehouse Common
Wigginton, Wigginton
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Offering a discount in your
pub, or know of one that
does? Let us know at
LST.Camra@gmail.com

and we’ll mention it here.
NEW below means new

since the previous issue
10p/pint, 5p/half
10% off
20p/pint, 10p/half
20p/pint, 10p/half
10p/pint, 5p/half
20p/pint, 10p/half
20p/pint
10% off
10% off
20p/pint
20p/pint
20p/pint, 10p/half
10% off
20p/pint
10% off
10% off
10p/pint
10p/pint, 5p/half
10p/pint
20p/pint
20p/pint
10% off
20p/pint
20p/pint
10p/pint
10p/pint
10% off
10% off
20p/pint, 10p/half
10% off
10% off
10% off
20p/pint
10p/pint
10p/pint, 5p/half
10% off
20p/pint
10p/pint, 5p/half
10p/pint
20p/pint
20p/pint
10% off
10% off
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(NEW)

(until 6pm)

Local Festival Diary
Festivals with a bold heading are CAMRA festivals, where entrance is either free or discounted to CAMRA members. Why not join? See page 28.
13-15th December, Station Christmas Beer Festival
Station Inn, Station Street, Sutton Coldfield, B73 6AT
Up to 15 Christmas-themed beers over the weekend. Usual opening hours.
17-18th January, Lichfield Winter Beer Festival
Lichfield Guildhall, Bore Street, WS13 6LU.
30+ ales and ciders. Soft drinks and snacks. Fri 12-11, Sat 12-10.30.
4-8th February, Great British Beer Festival Winter
The New Bingley Hall, Birmingham, B18 5PP. Latest info at winter.gbbf.org.uk
400+ beers, ciders and perries. Tue 1-10.30, Wed-Fri 11-10.30, Sat 11-7
19-22nd Feb, 16th Derby Winter Beer Festival
Roundhouse, Derby College, Pride Park, DE24 8JE (rear exit from rail station)
400+ ales, ciders and perries. Wed 5-10, Thu-Sat 12-10.
6-7th Mar, 36th Rugby Beer & Cider Festival
Arnold House, Eastfield Place/Elsee Road, CV21 3BA (toward rear of Merchants Inn)
35+ ales, ciders and perries. Fri 2-11, Sat 12-11
Holding a beer festival? Let us know and we will advertise the event here free of charge.
Details to LST.Camra@gmail.com
Brewer George Greenaway was the recipient of one of Tamworth Beer Festival’s
awards, taking the Locale of the Fest with
his Blow The Bloody Doors Off. Not only
did the name fit in nicely with our Italian
Job theme, but it also gave you a hint of
the potential of this honey and chilliflavoured beer! What we really liked about
it is that it needs a deft touch to get chilli
beers right – too hot is no fun at all, but if
you’re too cautious it can leave far too
much to the imagination; this one had the
balance just right. George, right, is pictured receiving the award from festival organiser Ian Eason at the Tamworth Tap.
George hosted a very enjoyable evening at the Tap, and managed to recreate Blow The
Bloody Doors Off for our enjoyment. And as a number of us missed out on Blythe’s festprize-winning Bandito when we visited the Blythe tap (see page 10), he’d even laid on a
cask of that for us to sample!
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Thank you for reading Last Orders!
Next edition: 1st February 2020.
Contact us at
LST.Camra@gmail.com
or see
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

